**Position Description**

Fordham University, Department of Psychology: One year (possibly renewable) non-tenure track position in Psychology to begin September 2022. The Psychology Department, located on both the Rose Hill (Bronx) and Lincoln Center (Manhattan) campuses of Fordham University, has a large and vibrant undergraduate community of majors across three schools. In addition, we offer doctoral degrees in Psychometric/Quantitative Psychology, Applied Developmental Psychology, and Clinical Psychology, along with Master’s degree programs in Applied Psychological Methods and Clinical Research Methods. Responsibilities for this position include teaching four graduate and undergraduate courses in the Psychology Department each semester (four in the fall and four in the spring). Courses will predominantly be taught in person at the Rose Hill campus, but opportunities to teach in person at the Lincoln Center campus may be available.

**Requirements**

Candidates must have earned a Ph.D. in psychology and have prior teaching experience. Candidates able to teach a range of courses in quantitative psychology (e.g., graduate- and undergraduate-level Introduction to Statistics, Research Methods, graduate-level Regression) are especially encouraged to apply. Fordham is an independent, Catholic University in the Jesuit tradition that welcomes applications from all backgrounds. Fordham is an equal opportunity employer. The University and Department have a strong commitment to achieving diversity among faculty and staff. We are particularly interested in receiving applications from members of underrepresented groups and strongly encourage persons of color and persons with disabilities to apply.

**How To Apply**

Please send your CV, teaching interests and experiences, evidence of teaching effectiveness, and names of three references. All application materials should be submitted electronically through Interfolio: [http://apply.interfolio.com/109776](http://apply.interfolio.com/109776). Inquiries should be directed to our department administrator, Maria Barbieri (barbieri@fordham.edu). Review of application materials will begin on August 7, with the position starting August 31, 2022.